
Implement Quickly, Deploy Confidently
Add Cloudflare Implementation Experts to Your Team

Keeping pace with technology and cloud innovation is a continuous challenge for enterprises. This is why 
Cloudflare offers Migration and Expert Implementation Services, enabling organizations to tap into our existing 
tools and experience, to accelerate successful deployment of any mix of Cloudflare Platform solutions.

Cloudflare delivery managers, architects, engineers, and partners follow proven methods, bringing everyone 
together to establish requirements, determine success criteria, implement Cloudflare  best practices, establish 
foundation for scale, and drive towards successful execution.
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Migration & Expert
Professional Services
Cloudflare solutions implementation 

Solution Brief

Minimize Disruption

Minimize misconfiguration risks, 
reduce level-of-effort for 
overstretched teams.

Maximize Benefit
Maximize efficiency by leveraging 
Cloudflare experts who help build a 
strong foundation from which to 
scale.

Accelerate Innovation
Reduce time-to-deploy, pave path to 
quicker innovation. 

Implementation Assistance for All Cloudflare Platform Services, Across the Globe 

 Plan & Design Test Configuration Optimize & Enable       Deploy

Cloudflare planning, design, 
and engineering experts 
work with your team to 
define requirements, map 
existing environment, and 
outline success criteria.

Cloudflare team creates test 
environment to meet 
specifications and manages 
pilot to confirm functioning as 
expected. 

Enhancements are 
implemented to optimize 
performance. Admin 
enablement provided, along 
with additional resources, as 
needed.  

Cloudflare team supports 
push to production, 
executes systems checklist 
to ensure functioning 
properly, and participates in 
warm hand-offs. 



Cloudflare | Migration & Expert Professional Services
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About Cloudflare
Cloudflare is unifying network, application, and security 
solutions to transform organizations and power the future of 
the Internet.

See why Cloudflare is recognized over 60 times by the top 3 
analysts firms – Gartner, Forrester, and IDC.

Service Options

Cloudflare offers hands-on Migration and Expert implementation services across our portfolio, with 
customization available for unique use cases. 

Additional Resources
Migration Hub 

CDN Migrations Solutions Brief 

Migration Expert 

Hands-on migration assistance to accelerate 
your fresh start when moving from legacy 
providers such as Akamai, Fastly, or Zscaler. 
Migration services are architected to reduce 
operational complexity and to aid in seamless 
migration to Cloudflare. 

A team of experts plan, design, test, and 
deploy unique use cases, such as highly 
regulated organizations, or expanded 
solution implementations, such as 
Cloudflare One. Expert services are 
tailored for more advanced deployments, 
which require additional implementation 
considerations.

Implementation services are limited-time engagements and require scoping to determine price and which 
option best meets your organization’s needs. 

Questions? 

Contact your Cloudflare account team to learn more, review your needs, and kick off the scoping process 
with our Cloudflare implementation experts.

https://www.cloudflare.com/
https://lp.www.cloudflare.com/migrations-hub
https://lp.www.cloudflare.com/migrations-hub/home/cdn-migrations-solution-brief

